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The Institution offers the following programs; 

UG 

1) BA in English, Hindi, Gujarati. Sanskrit 
2) B Com (Gujarati & English Medium-SFI) 

PG 

1) MA in English, Hindi, Gujarati. Sanskrit 
2) M Com 

Distance Learning Programs offered by Dr. BAOU Centre in the Institution 

1) BA 
2) B Com 
3) Certificate programs 

Program outcomes, program specific outcomes and course outcomes for all programs; 

The UG programs are offered with a specific outcome pertaining to the employability in view. They 
offer the basic qualifying degrees to the students for the most Government positions, Banking 
sectors and corporate sector. They also open the gateway for the professional programs like CA, CS, 
ICWA and many more. Most pass outs from the UG classes get employed in the local business hubs 
and industrial units. 

The students opting for the optional course in computer in BA program enjoy value addition in terms 
of the employability. 

Most B Com pass outs are generally taken up by the local business and industrial houses. The 
students opting for the value-added Tally certificate program offered by the Institution can earn 
handsome packages through outsourced work. They are taken up by the local business and industrial 
houses. 

Self-financed English medium classes have fulfilled a long pending need of Naroda area. Most pass 
outs from these classes enjoy better employability.   

The PG programs are offered with a specific outcome pertaining to the employability in view. They 
offer the basic qualifying degrees to the students vying for the positions in the HEIs and speciality 
positions. They also open the gateway for the students for the doctoral programs. 

The Distance Learning Programs offered by Dr. BAOU are introduced at the Study Centre run by the 
Management. They address the growing demand from the society of facilitating the need of the 
aspirant youths to pursue programs without attending the classes.  

In 2019-20, 102 candidates were enrolled at theDr. BAOUstudy centre on our Campus for various 
Distance Learning Programs. 

 


